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P R E F A C E 
Goods transport in transit through Yugoslavia in ¡986. is a publication with detailed information 
on goods transit through the territory of the SFRY. It provides statistics by country of loading, by 
country of unloading, as well as by country of registration of the means of transport, including in-
dividual Member Countries of the European Economic Community. 
The report has been prepared in the Federal Statistical Office in cooperation with the Statistical 
Office of the European Communities (EUROSTAT) as part of the overall cooperation in the field 
of statistics realized on the basis of the Decision 1/87 and 1/88 of the Council for the Cooperation 
of the SFRY and EEC. The greatest part of the work concerning the study has been carried out 
with the financial and technical help of the Commission of the European Communities. During 
the elaboration of the project useful suggestions were obtained from the Federal Customs Admin-
istration, the Federal Committee for Transport and Communications and the Yugoslav Railway 
Community. 
The survey consists of two parts separately published in English and Serbo-Croat. The first part 
contains a short analytical and graphical presentation of the most interesting global flows, while the 
second part contains basic documentation, statistical tables of results as well as a description of the 
methodological solutions applied in road, railway and inland waterway transport. 
The data on railway and inland waterway transport were obtained by additional processing of the 
regular monthly and annual surveys carried out in cooperation with the Yugoslav Railway Com-
munity, River Port Authorities and inland transport organizations. 
Road transport data were obtained from a special survey on transiting road goods vehicles which 
during the year 1986. used TIR carnets for customs procedure. The survey has been carried out in 
cooperation with the Federal Customs Administration during the year 1988. Other documents, 
under alternative customs procedure have not been included within this survey since they did not 
contain characteristics of interest for this survey. That is why the results obtained are less (approx. 
30% as concerns the number of vehicles and approx. 24% as concerns the quantities of goods 
transported) than the total data on road goods transit. 
The Federal Statistical Office takes this opportunity to thank EUROSTAT for highly professional 
help from Mr Brian Wilson. 
D.Grupkovic Y.Franchet 
Director Director General 
Federal Statistical Statistical Office of the 
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ROAD TRANSPORT STATISTICS 

Country of Loading 
Table 1.1. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading and Unloading 
number of vehicles 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 
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Spain 
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Country of Registration ­
EEC Countries - All 
Tabic 1.1.1. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 
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Spain 
United Kingdom 


























































































































































































































































































































































































Country of Registration -
Belgium 
Table 1.1.2. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 


































































































































Country of Registration -
Denmark 
Tabic 1.1.3. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 




































Germany, Fed. Rep. 
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United Kingdom 






























































































Country of Registration 
France 
Table 1.1.4. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 


























































































































































19 185 331 
19 184 331 







Country of Registration 
Greece 
Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
Ail 
EEC Countries 

























































































































578 41 1' 17336 
577 41 1 17331 








































































































Country of Registration 
Netherlands 
Table 1.1.6. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986. 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 















































































































































































































































Country of Registration 
Ireland 
Table 1.1.7. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 


















































Country of Registration -
Italy 
Table 1.1.8. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 





















































































































Country of Registration -
Luxembourg 
Country of Loading 
Table 1.1.9. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
number of vehicles 
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Spain 
United Kingdom 











































Country of Registration 
Portugal 
Table 1.1.10. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 
















































































Country of Registration 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Table 1.1.11. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 

































































































































































































































































































Country of Registration 
Spain 
Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehieles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 




























































































Country of Registration 
United Kingdom 
Table 1.1.13. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 

























































































































































































































































































Table 1.1.14. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehieles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading Country of Registration -European.Non-EEC and Non-CMEA Countries - All 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































Country of Registration -
Austria 
Table 1.1.15. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 





































Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Spain 
United Kingdom 


































































































74 1 3 3560 
1 - 2204 









































































































































































Country of Registration 
Switzerland 
Table 1.1.16. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 

























































































































138 1 60 137 78 
138 1 60 137 78 
to 
οο 
Country of Registration 
Turkey 
Table 1.1.17. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986. 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 






























































































































13 1264 3 
9 
2 






















































































































































































































































































Country of Registration 
Yugoslavia 
Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
TOTAL 
number of vehicles 
Country of Unloading 




































































































































































































































































Country of Registration ­
Other 
Table 1.1.19. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
EEC Countries 





























































































































































































































Country of Registration -
CMEA Countries 
Table 1.1.20. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
number of vehicles 























































































































































































































































1385 528 1810 












238 - 56 
833 478 1213 
12 4 
207 36 
286 10657 6608 
187 
301 











2 1268 1883 
6 
3 119 





250 1718 2279 
7 267 












Country of Registration -
Non-European Countries 
Table 1.1.21. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 




































Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Spain 
United Kingdom 






























































9 596 547 37 























Country of Registration 
Unknown 
Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
number of vehicles 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 
























































































































































15 14 9 
8 4 3 
















Country of Loading 
Table 1.2. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 




































































































































































































































265136 472 207 678770 2930 51042 837550 14274125864 630172 38772 245895 375773 16717 
9729 416 17 380536 


































12817 161914 243006 8935 
2114 2881 10994 161 
23 383 4333 96 
574 7408 14594 644 
8595 34259 10 387 
596 10328 14180 1976 
36 97 
104 71630 44285 121 
33 39 
389 23 20 
770 32068 145711 3795 
579 38 87 
41 1953 8708 1608 
97102 41 103 244221 324 25645 213798 52740 11135 141601 8323 57436 96746 3778 
73 - - . . . 128764 - - 127673 1091 12777 84689 929 
14 8097 - - 8077 20 1336 7663 1516 
96987 41 81 243818 324 25607 66590 48458 11011 - 7120 24922 73 344 
42 - 21 403 - 24 10348 4281 124 5852 91 18401 4322 988 
139827 15 87 28055 1700 3898 73050 23929 8460 23637 17024 22238 35282 2319 
18391 - - 17582 36 484 10571 9463 827 45 236 3454 48 18 
87 - - 8376 - 313 6588 4661 883 671 373 852 690 1669 
Country of Registration -
EEC Countries - All 
Table 1.2.1. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Country of Registration 
Belgium 
Table 1.2.2. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 

































































































































































































Country of Registration 
Denmark 
Table 1.2.3. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 

















































































































































































Country of Registration -
France 
Tabic 1.2.4. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986.. 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 























































































































































































































Country of Registration 
Greece 
Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 







































































































































































































































9155 376 17 291017 
9138 376 17 290948 





674 13967 32340 23285 3127 1299 4630 15845 1950 1546 
656 13920 31630 23053 3127 1000 4450 15783 1466 512 
120 71 49 - 34 
37 
44 - - 44 - 18 150 
656 13896 30536 23053 3127 - 4356 15765 10 338 
116 - - 116 - - 41 

































































Country of Registration -
Netherlands 
Table 1.2.6. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 






















































































































































































38070 2072 2155 3367 799 
37990 2061 2155 3347 799 
6113 1675 50 
14 
31454 350 2073 3339 799 




















Country of Registration -
Ireland 
Table 1.2.7. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 





























































25 25 25 
Country of Registration ■ 
Italy 
Table 1.2.8. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986. 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 












































































































































Country of Registration 
Luxembourg 
Table 1.2.9. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 











































































































Country of Registration 
Portugal 
Table 1.2.10. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 




































Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Spain 
United Kingdom 

























































20 20 369 20 
21 
Table 1.2.11. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Registration ­
Germany, Fed. Rep. 
TOTAL 
orine s 
Country of Unloading 
AH 
EEC Countries 
























































































































































































































































































































































































23 78 16 
22 
Country of Registration -
Spain 
Table 1.2.12. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 































































































































14 332 24 41 
Country of Registration ­
United Kingdom 
Table 1.2.13. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Loading 
TOTAL 
Alt Belgium Denmark France 






































Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Spain 
United Kingdom 
























































































































































































































Table 1.2.14. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Registration -
Europcan.Non-EEC and Non-CMEA Countries - All 
Country of Loading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 










































































































































































































































































































295 23578 603000 85319 13213 478901 25566 33847 146547 5203 
77 369951 28386 1164 335300 5101 5952 116260 
- 17479 - - 17465 14 176 8720 
- 1063 - - 1063 - 3 226 
- 19899 - - 19584 315 779 4421 



















66 3076 1530 
33 
552 1057 90405 
66 
45 2584 
222 23349 205163 46609 10842 139630 8082 27468 28102 
- 128001 - - 126930 1071 6480 20378 
- 8010 - - 7990 20 989 6208 
222 23342 64179 46542 10718 - 6919 12655 54 
7 4973 67 124 4710 72 7343 1463 
73 151 26508 10073 950 3325 12161 184 1625 
509 183 149 45 132 106 16 















Country of Registration 
Austria 
Table 1.2.15. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 







































































































































































































18 47 62778 
18 ­ 45078 










107 345 166351 58670 2026 104147 1508 7006 8541 
45 33348 28264 663 4133 289 673 1122 
570 ­ ­ 561 10 
12 
5 5 ­ 69 
20 29021 28245 663 19 95 90 














































































































Country of Registration 
Switzerland 
Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
















































































11 1663 1762 20 659 2225 1419 



















291 1735 20 635 2225 141? 
1735 20 635 2225 141Í 
Table 1.2.17. 
Country of Registration -
Turkey 
Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
EEC Countries 











































































































































































































































38 57 204958 
49 
49 
38 57 204799 


















































































188 23191 66534 25511 9141 25803 6078 12524 8715 
- 17509 
- 5129 




























Country of Registration 
Yugoslavia 
Table 1.2.18. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 






































































































































































118 95 141 
16 








93 6168 14673 214 
93 5088 5487 80 
176 370 3 
3 
698 790 19 
483 
33 111 587 11 
- 2925 740 
59 647 2913 47 
45 86 
850 8517 18 
725 6645 
75 1795 18 
40 
11 77 
23 168 27 
69 
138 501 88 
Country of Registration 
Other 
Table 1.2.19. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 

































































































20 199 7470 

























































































































Country of Registration 
CMEA Countries 
Table 1.2.20. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 






































Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Spain 
United Kingdom 


















































28 - 257 
82 
5763 
44 942 20 
666 
23 
44 - 20 
254 
192128 4586 310 11730 29363 3716 
3950 1420 - 471 - 9 







































































































































75 7642 5967 79 1439 157 29853 25814 333 
315 - - 315 - 6297 21872 333 
40 40 319 1103 
75 2019 1783 79 - 157 12255 
- 5269 4184 - 1085 - 10982 2838 
1092 475 45735 13524 7500 20057 4654 21953 33063 1817 
21 270 270 116 75 - 79 3214 - 18 
- 5520 4463 775 - 283 606 22 76 
Country of Registration -
Non-European Countries 
Table 1.2.21. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 





















































































































147 9899 9143 586 116 



































Country of Registration 
Unknown 
Table 1.2.22. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration, Loading and Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
EEC Countries 
















































































































209 250 171 
119 86 66 
119 86 66 
403 132 20 162 
47 39 






























43 48 20 90 
Table 1.3. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
























































3446153 1970218 49080 21051 82868 702111 116487 64 265136 
1361487 1119400 17018 17446 25639 556926 87261 31 27967 
6530 4299 620 20 193 3184 77 
39646 37905 - 10778 - 26754 17 
38160 23078 2 24 16243 5779 22 - 878 
896511 844830 16057 6245 8727 425272 73297 27 9155 
75455 28950 100 30 101 15682 12092 - 21 
25 . - - . . . . 
46840 17904 - - 52 212 - 17601 
293 228 - - - 168 - -
465 37 - - - 21 - -
199584 129906 239 329 277 60769 1674 - 298 
2169 1651 . . . 849 . . 
55811 30610 - 20 45 18237 82 4 13 
1382294 593698 23712 2998 44079 107760 24314 33 95993 
321718 139014 1472 835 547 68021 3695 - 1152 
9416 1658 - - - 1658 
924210 411940 22225 2054 43224 816 20526 13 94640 
89321 32712 - 89 109 29795 36 20 160 
37630 8373 14 20 199 7470 58 - 42 
570085 221349 7355 363 12699 37078 4112 - 123397 
130199 34517 925 63 304 106 777 - 17779 
2088 1254 70 182 148 240 22 
472 207 678770 2930 51042 837550 14274125864 630172 38772 245895 375773 16717 




376 17 291017 











59 125 270752 



























































- 16945 7746 
267 
41 
295 23578 603000 85319 13213 478901 25566 33847 146547 
345 166351 58670 2026 104147 1508 7006 8541 
- 3455 11 1663 1762 20 659 2225 
23201 378091 25541 9141 337278 6131 12650 119771 
- 35554 1010 236 34215 93 6168 14673 


































819 68405 24205 8532 30395 5273 163868 113584 2879 
48 40 495 
un 
un 
Country of Loading -
EEC Countries - All 
Table 1.3.1. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986. 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 













































































































































































































































9729 416 17 380536 869 20703 533543 51948 4559 464219 12817 161914 243006 8935 




9138 376 17 290948 





























213 - 94 







23361 3292 119924 
21 6 1206 
21 - 486 
16 7226 
23053 3127 1000 
22 - 37990 
25 
- 3956 
43 - 2 
20 
192 144 51833 
94 
9 - 16086 
28386 1164 335300 
28264 663 4133 
- 501 26 
- 308133 
102 - 22915 
20 - 93 
7584 47723 29254 
354 303 302 
221 299 640 
240 2988 4182 
4450 15783 1466 
2061 2155 3347 






































- 9237 134 103 8899 101 108240 54686 635 
106 - - 96 10 - 42786 
119 86 66 - - 21 - 20 196 
Country of Loading ■ 
Belgium 
Table 1.3.2. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 



























































































































25244 2114 2881 10994 
7747 2100 301 249 
942 354 143 116 
482 
71 49 
































































Country of Loading ■ 
Denmark 
Table 1.3.3. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 




















































































































































Country of Loading -
France 
Table 1.3.4. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986. 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 
































































































































































































































Country of Loading 
Greece 
Table 1.3.5. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 







































































































































































































































869 20654 65077 51904 4559 
869 20483 31283 23352 3292 
34 27 21 6 
220 21 
16 - 16 
656 13896 '30536 23053 3127 
40 22 22 
43 43 
26 419 192 144 
213 
6486 
52 33475 28362 1164 
20 29021 28245 663 
501 - 501 
97 97 






19 8595 34259 
- 4638 16178 
199 























Country of Loading -
Netherlands 
Table 1.3.6. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
All 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 


































































































































59787 596 10328 14180 1976 
32011 350 2157 3719 1779 
179 - 21 24 
116 41 
31454 350 2073 3339 799 
218 
44 
40 - 23 
24 315 957 
27756 224 156 8341 





























Country of Loading 
Ireland 
Table 1.3.7. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 







































Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Spain 
United Kingdom 













































Country of Loading ■ Italy 
Table 1.3.8. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
EEC Countries 




















































































































11 104678 104 71630 44285 
­ 3997 ­ 16907 7793 
68 
2 4 ­ 2 8 
44 ­ 0 

































Country of Loading ■ 
Luxembourg 
Table 1.3.9. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986. 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
Country of Registration 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 





















































































































Country of Loading -
Portugal 
Table 1.3.10. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
EEC Countries 

















































































Country of Loading -
Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Table 1.3.11. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 






















































































































































































-217315 770 32068 145711 3795 
- 52696 192 6154 8524 2490 
1 - 12 42 
20 - - 21 
283 - 22 14 
769 44 - 1194 174 



















































Country of Loading ■ 
Spain 
Table 1.3.12. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 


























































































































































Country of Loading ■ 
United Kingdom 
Table 1.3.13. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 

























































































































27261 41 1953 8708 1608 
















Table 1.3.14. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
Country of Loading -
European.Non-EEC and Non-CMEA Countries - All 
Country of Registration 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 




































Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Spain 
United Kingdom 






















































































































































































324 25645 213798 52740 11135 141601 8323 57436 96746 3778 























































































































































































Table 1.3.15. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
Country of Registration 




Country of Unloading 






























































































































127673 1091 12777 84689 929 
















































Country of Loading -
Switzerland 
Table 1.3.16. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 
















































































































8077 20 1336 7663 1516 
47 - 27 - 23 


















































Country of Loading 
Turkey 
Table 1.3.17. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 






































Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Spain 
United Kingdom 






































































































































































































































































































Country of Loading -
Other 
Table 1.3.18. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 















































































6 215 10411 325 
6 15 2698 208 






199 7460 117 
24 81 63 
47 












24 10348 4281 124 5852 91 18401 4322 988 









































































Table 1.3.19. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 





Country of Unloading 


































































































































































































































18 326 72 9 221 23 
8 ­ ­ ­




































































































































































Country of Loading -
Non­European Countries 
Table 1.3.20. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 













































































































































































17582 36 484 10571 9463 827 45 236 3454 48 





























































































Country of Loading -
Unknown 
Table 1.3.21. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading, Registration and Unloading 
Country of Registration 





































































































































313 6588 4661 883 671 373 









































352 690 1669 




























Table 1.4. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration and Loading 





























































































































41611 61751 650099 186218 212 223731 2033 465 768395 2264 62778 914756 284078 28693 556465 45520 375949 56514 20880 
34966 24672 543838 135936 62 
296 692 380 
28001 - 10351 
21 19342 13423 1 
6832 4528 466004 79701 








92 149 39040 1304 
80 213 
20 159 6627 1410 
1444 27259 83150 39909 54 
139 136 76547 1510 
19 501 
1272 18562 49 34740 54 
33 8205 2000 3568 
337 4053 91 
5126 9540 22374 9468 18 
75 258 42 864 77 
22 695 41 





























2 - 104 
- 409 





















28 136 23187 
1260 - 53 


















184 54 22831 
53 
117 5 2186 
117 
21 
275 13624 750836 19867122790 506451 22925 34641 
42 
31 
75 197587 151948 4629 40729 
- 7982 
197 13273 498519 
5 276 26349 
- 20400 
- 7691 291 
24113 7323 463749 


























118 42775 42383 351 20 










89 2460 68192 29483 1485 17870 19352 294697 7452 15421 
21 96 44217 104 
8 244 - 670 
GO 
O 
Country of Registration 
Table 1.5. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration and Unloading 
number of vehicles 






































Germany, Fed Rep. 
Spain 
United Kingdom 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1.6. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Countries of Registration and Loading 
number of vehicles 
Country of Registration 






































Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Spain 
United Kingdom 




























































34949 10920 212 
7649 2565 65 






























































































130 3828 56156 16244 1972 34803 3137 24064 3506 
107 2900 4575 
3 - 12 
43 
10 - 89 










17 768 45071 
2 4 11562 
2 - 534 
12 745 29968 
1 19 1508 
1499 




































































141 4007 1622 107 1088 1190 18773 531 
7 2497 2471 24 1 1 6 2574 



















Table 1.7. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 















number of vehicles 
TOTAL 

























































































































































































































































































































Table 1.8. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986. 
by Month and Country of Unloading 
number of vehicles 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
EEC Countries 


































































































































































































































































































Table 1.9. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 


















































































































































































































































































































Table LIO. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Month and Country of Unloading 
Month 
TOTAL 

















































































































































































































































































































Table 1.11. Transit through Yugoslavia by Road Goods Vehicles under TIR in 1986., 
by Country of Registration and Month 
TOTAL 
Month 
January February March April May June July August September October November December 
Country of Registration 
TOTAL 











Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Spain 
United Kingdom 




































































































































































































































































































RAILWAY TRANSPORT STATISTICS 

Country of Loading 
Table ILI. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading and Unloading 
















































































































































































































































































































































































33 289 62064 1542 65 123777 59019 28684 27092 8982 284430 
SD 
O 
Table II.2. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 

























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil­nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non­ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 






2361136 1463266 25128 504 53512 310474 10356 918948 85 289 137194 4181 2595 164566 71097 29560 54864 9045 733242 
10307 3326 ­ 3326 ­ ­ ­ ­ ­ 244 ­ 244 6737 
159403 41312 ­ ­ 550 150 34 1920 ­ ­ 36203 47 2408 10976 10916 45 ­ 15 107115 




























































































96718 884 269 4718 71181 832 14092 
127141 2494 
261723 19373 
164 22816 31904 
39 13108 99562 
1352 51448 









































1656 8574 236 
3307 821 
4971 566 11449 
­ 155 1545 
92 4183 














1547 7665 14583 734 77875 
11073 1842 5924 







Country of Loading -
EEC Countries - All 
Table II.2.1. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
VI étais 













































55 150 19 






























52 74290 2639 2526 33431 11720 862 20787 62 367944 
6737 
36032 28 2408 846 846 - - 82052 
1807 - - 1906 59 217 1630 - 20344 
120 




















































Country of Loading 
Belgium 
Table II.2.2. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 






Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 

































































Country of Loading -
Denmark 
Table II.2.3. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 

























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 






























2010 469 469 














Country of Loading -
France 
Table II.2.4. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 



















































































Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil­nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non­ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 






Table II.2.5. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 






















236456 134716 17116 155 8517 
117646 38542 ­ ­ 55 














1805 58 120 94 
88688 16791 19 8324 












74246 2639 2526 11715 10812 862 
36032 28 . 2408 783 783 











































Country of Loading -
Nctheriands 
Table II.2.6. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds.oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 







































































Country of Loading -
Italy 
Table II.2.7. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 


























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 











































































































Country of Loading 
Luxembourg 
Table II.2.8. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 


































Country of Loading ■ 
Portugal 
Table II.2.9. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
EEC Countries 























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil­nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non­ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 








Country of Loading -
Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Table II.2.10. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil­nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non­ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 































































































































Country of Loading -
Spain 
Table II.2.11. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
EEC Countries 























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 





































Country of Loading ■ 
United Kingdom 
Table II.2.12. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 

























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil­nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non­ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 










































Table II.2.13. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
Country of Loading -
European.Non-EEC and Non-CMEA Countries - All 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 



























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 



























































































































Country of Loading -
Austria 
Table II.2.14. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds, oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 





































































































Country of Loading ■ 
Switzerland 
Table II.2.15. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 




Country of Unloading 
All 
EEC Countries 






















Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil­nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non­ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 






7041 1174 1174 2006 2006 3861 





















Country of Loading -
Turkey 
Table II.2.I6. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materiais 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 



























35 34 840 4 306 303 1 726 
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Country of Loading 
Other 
Table II.2.17. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
EEC Countries 
























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 












































































Country of Loading 
CMEA Countries 
Table II.2.18. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
EEC Countries 























Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 
























































































































































































































































































































































Table II.3. Transit through Yugoslavia by Railway in 1986., 
by Commodity Group and Country of Loading 
o 





















Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil­nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non­ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 






2361136 698472 37670 2949 45946 236456 19913 186469 1303 12 160600 2443 4711 128219 98491 7041 2083 20604 1534445 
10307 6737 ­ ­ 600 ­ 66 6071 ­ ­ . . . . . . . . 3570 
159403 121590 ­ ­ ­ 117646 ­ 3794 ­ ­ 150 ­ ­ 4877 ­ ­ ­ 4877 32936 































































































































183068 31597 11 
432194 281889 31479 
9 1462 2027 
218 13718 108006 
185 11961 264 


















































































































































INLAND WATERWAY TRANSPORT 
STATISTICS 

Table III.l. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Countries of Loading and Unloading 























































































Table III.1.1. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Flag, Countries of Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 
U S S R 






















































Table III.1.2. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Flag, Countries of Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 
U S S R 











































Table III.1.3. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Flag, Countries of Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 
U S S R 































Table III. 1.4. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Flag, Countries of Loading and Unloading 
Flag -
Hungary 







Germany, Fed. Rep. 
USSR 
tonnes 


































































Table III.1.5. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Flag, Countries of Loading and Unloading 
Flag -
Romania 







Germany, Fed. Rep. 
USSR 
tonnes 



























































Table III.1.6. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986. 
Flag -
Germany, Fed. Rep. 
by Flag, Countries of Loading and Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 
U S S R 















































Table III. 1.7. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986. 
by Flag, Countries of Loading and Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 
U S S R 

































































Table III.1.8. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Flag, Countries of Loading and Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 
U S S R 
Country of Loading 












Table III.2. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 










Germany, Fed. Rep. 
USSR 




























































































Table III.2.1. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 




Country of Unloading 
TOTAL Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 












































Table III.2.2. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Flag and Country of Unloading 
Country of Loading -
Bulgaria 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 





















































Table III.2.3. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by County of Loading, Flag and Country of Unloading 
Country of Loading -
Czechoslovakia 
tonnes 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 












































Table III.2.4. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by County of Loading, Flag and Country of Unloading 
Country of Loading -
Hungary 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 






















































Country of Loading -
Romania 
Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by County of Loading, Flag and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
Austria Bulgaria Czecho­
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 



















































Table III.2.6. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by County of Loading, Flag and Country of Unloading 
Country of Loading -
Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL Austria Bulgaria Czecho­
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 
U S S R 
TOTAL 
Yugoslav Flag 




































Table III.2.7. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by County of Loading, Flag and Country of Unloading 
Country of Loading -
USSR 
tonnes 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 









































Table III.3. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 










Germany, Fed. Rep. 
USSR 




























































































Table III.4. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 




Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,anim al 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 







Less-than carload lots, 
parcels 





































































































































































































Country of Loading ■ 
Austria 
Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of 
Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL· Austria Bulgaria Czecho­
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 




Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil­nuts,anim al 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non­ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 



























































Country of Loading -
Bulgaria 
Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of 
Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 




Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 
































































































Table III.4.3. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
Country of Loading · 
Czechoslovakia 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of 
Unloading 
TOTAL' 
Country of Unloading 
Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 




Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 



































































Country of Loading 
Hungary 
Table III.4.4. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of 
Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 




Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 





































































Table III.4.5. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of 
Unloading 
Country of Loading -
Romania 
tonnes 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL· Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 




Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other fo.od products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds, oil-nuts,anim al 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 

















































































Table III.4.6. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of 
Unloading 
Country of Loading -
Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 




Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds.oil-nuts.animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 




















































Country of Loading ■ 
USSR 
Table III.4.7. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Country of Loading, Commodity Group and Country of 
Unloading 
Country of Unloading 
TOTAL' Austria Bulgaria Czecho­
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 




Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil­nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non­ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 


































































































Table III.5. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 




Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseedr-,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 














































































































































































































Table III.6. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Month and Country of Loading 
TOTAL 
Country of Loading 
Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 























































































































Table III.7. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Month and Country of Unloading 
TOTAL 
Country of Unloading 
Austria Bulgaria Czecho-
slovakia 
Hungary Romania Germany 
Fed. Rep. 


























































































































Table III.8. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Flag and Month 
Month 














































































































































Table III.9. Inland Waterway Transit through Yugoslavia in 1986., 
by Commodity Group and Month 
Month 




Fresh fruits and 
vegetables 
Other food products, 
beverages and tobacco 
Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal 




Crude minerals other 
than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 
Other crude materials 
Solid fuels 
Petroleum and 
petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals 
from coal and natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other 
mineral articles 
Metals 





































































































































































































































































































parcels 135682 10544 12595 14583 20517 16497 22840 10227 18017 3154 830 681 5197 

METHODOLOGICAL EXPLANA TION S 
ROAD TRANSPORT STATISTICS 
The Aim and the Subject of the Survey 
The aim of this survey was to collect, process 
and publish the data on the volume and the 
structure of the international goods transit with 
road transport vehicles during 1986 in the SFR 
Yugoslavia, by means of the international TIR 
carnet used in the custom procedure when en-
tering the Yugoslav border. Direct road goods 
transit, realized by vehicles operating under TIR 
carnets at the custom procedure, participates 
with approx. 70% in the total international road 
goods transit. The rest of road vehicles in transit 
through the Yugoslav territoty have used another 
documents or were in transit empty. These doc-
uments have not been used in this survey since 
they have not contained the requested charac-
teristics of the interest for this survey. 
The results obtained with this survey will enable, 
prior to all, the structure appraisal of the inter-
national goods flows by countires of loading and 
unloading and by countries of registration of ve-
hicles perfoiming this transport. 
Also, the information obtained will be compara-
ble to the information on the international goods 
transit realized by other modes of transport, 
which have been collected, processed and pub-
lished in the Yugoslav statistical system for a 
longer period. Besides, the port statistics have 
provided information on the combined transit 
of goods realized through the Yugoslav sea ports. 
Having in mind also the other information about 
the direct transit of goods realized with the other 
modes of transport, the coverage and the analysis 
of the total transit of goods by countries of 
loading and unloading as well as by countries of 
transporters will be enabled. 
The survey carried out was at the same time the 
test of the basic conditions for the establishing 
of such a regular investigation which could pro-
vide permenently these very important informa-
tion. In this way, the data on total international 
transit of goods through the Yugoslav territory 
could be completely supplied. Besides, the same 
methodological principles, checked up in this 
survey, could provide information also about the 
other views of international road traffic of goods, 
such as imports and exports. Moreover, pro-
viding these data also, could fully cover the sys-
tem of information on international flows of 
goods realized by all modes of transport by the 
countries of loading and unloading, as well as by 
the countries of transporters, for the next years. 
In this way, the creators of economic policy and 
the working organizations themselves dealing 
with transport could be supplied with the infor-
mation on volume and share of the Yugoslav 
transporters in the international exchange of 
commodities of SFR Yugoslavia. 
Observation unit 
The observation unit in this survey was a road 
goods vehicle which in the international road 
goods transit, in custom procedure, used the in-
ternational TIR carnet entering the Yugoslav 
border. 
In this survey, as the observation unit will not 
be considered road goods vehicles which in the 
international road goods transit used some other 
document such as ATA carnet or registration 
forms on exports, imports or transit of goods 
(the Yugoslav custom documents for vehicles 
not possessing any other of the international 
documents). 
Cluster 
Cluster represents all road goods vehicles using 
TIR carnet, in custom procedure, during the year 
1986, when crossing the Yugoslav border, such 
as: 
- all road goods vehicles operating under TIR 
carnet at the road custom posts on entrance, 
transporting goods through the Yugoslav road 
network, to the custom posts on the exit of the 
international road crossing; 
- all road goods vehicles operating under TIR 
carnets at the road custom posts on entrance, 
destined the custom posts situated within the 
territory of Yugoslavia; 
- all road goods vehicles operating under TIR 
carnets at the road custom posts on entrance, 
destined the custom posts situated within the 
territory of Yugoslavia, but which is at the same 
time within some of the Yugoslav sea ports; 
- cluster does not cover road goods vehicles using 
some other custom document, in the custom 
procedure, as well as road goods vehicles cross-
ing the Yugoslav territory empty. 
The Federal Statistical Office in the frame of its 
regular surveys has provided the annual data on 
transit of vehicles and goods through the terri-
toty of the SFR Yugoslavia covering all the ve-
hicles in transit regardless of the documents used 
in custom procedure. However, with this regular 
, survey have been collected only the basic infor-
mation on the number of vehicles in transit, the 
quantity of goods carried as well as information 
about the countries of registration of vehicles 
performing the transit. The significant info-
135 
rmations such as country of loading and un-
loading have not been contained in the 
documents used in the custom procedure. How-
ever, this regular inquiry has covered also the 
vehicles transiting the Yugoslav territory without 
loads and vehicles appearing in so called com-
bined transit. Considered as the combined tran-
sit is a transit of goods road vehicles arriving 
from abroad to some of the Yugoslav sea ports, 
and having been trans-shipped on sea-going ves-
sel left the country by sea. In this way, this reg-
ular survey has provided the coverage of vehicles 
for approx. over 30% if compared with the cov-
erage obtained with the road goods vehicles op-
erating under TIR carnets in custom procedure. 
The difference has appeared in: 
- coverage of the road goods vehicles not using 
TIR carnet in custom procedure, due to specific 
kind of goods transporting; 
- coverage of the road vehicles transiting the 
country without loads; 
- coverage of the road goods vehicles transiting 
the country with the trans-shippment in the Yu-
goslav sea ports. 
For clarrifying the differences between the data 
obtained with the regular survey and the results 
obtained with the special statistical survey on 
TIR carnets, the Tables as follow present the 
review of the coverage obtained by the custom 
posts.as well as by countries of registration 
(number of vehicles and goods in tonnes). 




TOTAL NUMBER OF VEHICLES 
ALL IMPORT TRANSIT 
NUMBER OF VEHICLES UNDER TIR 
l)/2) 
ALL IMPORT TRANSIT 
SFR YUGOSLAVIA 562321 256720 305601 
A L B A N I A - A L L 8718 2052 6666 
CAFAS AN 4740 1471 3269 







AUSTRIA - ALL 172732 
HOLM EC 2291 






























































































































1) The coverage by the custom posts for 1319 vehicles in the combined 
transit has not been presented. 





































































































3) Covered with the other custom posts at the frontier with Hungary. 
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NUMBER OF VEHICLES AND GOODS IN TONNES BY 




NUMBER OF VEHICLES 
TOTAL TIR % 
GOODS IN TONNES 
TOTAL TIR % 
TOTAL 

























































































































1) Not including Belgium, Ireland, Luxembourg, Portugal and Spain. According to the FSO methodology they are not shown separately, but are included 
under other countries. 
Methods of Data Collecting 
From all the custom posts registering the en-
trance of the road goods vehicles operating under 
TIR carnets during 1986, the TIR carnets have 
been collected and transferred to the Federal 
Statistical Office. The list of custom posts as well 
as the number of TIR carnets according to the 
custom posts have been obtained from the Fed-
eral Custom Administration. 
The characteristics of interest for this survey have 
been entered in the extra questionnaire envisaged 
for this investigation. 
The transport of TIR carnets, coding and data 
editing of the entered information have been 
done successively, according to the custom posts. 
After data editing, the material was returned back 
to the pertinent custom post, and than the ma-
terial from another custom post was picked up. 
The action started with the custom office Kopar 
and was finished with the custom office Bitolj. 
Key Words Definitions 
To the question Custom post one should enter 
the name of the custom post where TIR carnets 
are stocked for a vehicle entered the territory of 
the SFRY and for which reports were submitted. 
To the question Serial number one should enter 
serial number of TIR carnets by growing series. 
One serial number relates to one TIR carnet. AU 
TIR carnets from one custom post had different 
serial numbers. For checking up the data entered 
from the TIR carnets, one should enter in the 
questionnaire the serial number of the TIR car-
net registered by the custom staff. In the case of 
double serial number at the TIR carnet, one 
should enter a reserve serial number. For all the 
custom posts the reserve serial numbers were 
envisaged. 
To the question Type of transport one should 
enter one of the responses anticipated in the 
Codex of codes for this survey. 
ENTRY (imports) represents the type of traffic 
where place of loading is in some foreign coun-
try, and place of unloading is in the SFRY. 
TRANSIT represents the type of traffic where 
the place of loading and unloading is in a foreign 
country and transport was performed with road 
goods vehicles through the territory of the 
SFRY, without trans-shippment onto other 
transport vehicle. 
COMBINED TRANSIT represents type of 
goods traffic where the place of loading is in a 
foreign country, and the place of unloading is in 
the SFRY, while the custom post destination is 
one of the Yugoslav sea ports. 
This information was obtained by comparing the 
data from the TIR carnets entered under the se-
rial numbers 6 and 7. For the TIR carnets where 
the country of unloading was SFRY, the column 
under the serial number 14 was consulted. 
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There are the following combinations: 


















To the question Country of registration one 
should enter a country of the owner of vehicle 
who performed transport. In most cases the 
country of registration coincides with the coun-
try of TIR carnet issue. In the cases where the 
transporter could not be easily identified, one 
should consult the column of the TIR carnet 
containing name of the firm who issued the TIR 
carnet, or the column containg the registration 
plate number of the vehicle. The last mentioned 
column one should use only in the cases when 
it contains both the registration plate number 
and the international sign for the registration of 
vehicle (for example, YU - Yugoslavia, GB -
Great Britain, etc.). 
This datum is entered under the serial number 5 
in TIR carnet. In the unclear cases, one should 
consult the columns under the serial numbers 3 
and 8 containing the name of the firm who is-
sued the TIR carnet (3), or the registration plate 
number of the vehicle (8). 
To the question Country of loading one should 
enter a country where goods are loaded onto a 
vehicle for futher transport to a final user. 
This datum is entered under serial number 6 on 
TIR carnet. 
To the question Country of unloading one should 
enter a country where goods are unloaded from 
a vehicle for delivery to final user or for futher 
transport with some other transport vehicle. 
This datum is entered under the serial number 7 
on TIR carnet. 
In the cases when two countries of unloading are 
entered (for example, Greece and Turky), one 
should enter the last mentioned country of un-
loading with all the quantity of goods carried. 
To the question Gross weight in kg one should 
enter the weight of goods in gross weight in ki-
lograms. This datum is entered under the serial 
number 13 on TIR carnet. 
To the question Month one should enter in Ar-
abic numerals a month when a vehicle crossed 
the Yugoslav frontier in order to perform goods 
transport over the SFRY territory. 
Procedure of the Survey 
The action started on May 23, 1988 with the 
custom post on the Italian boarder and was fin-
ished on July 17, 1988 with the custom posts at 
the Greek and Albanian boarders. 230 350 TIR 
carnets from the 22 custom posts have been col-
lected and processed according to the records on 
entrance of road goods vehicles with TIR carnets 
during the year 1986 by the Federal Custom 
Administration. 109 TIR carnets from the 
smaller custom posts of the Bulgarian and Ro-
manian boarders have not been collected. 
19 000 km was performed in the transport of 
TIR carnets from the custom posts to the Fed-
eral Statistical Office and vice versa, 58 employ-
ees of the Federal Statistical Office have been 
engaged in this action. Coding of the material 
was performed by 34 persons, data input by 11 
persons, while data editing and organization of 
the action, by 13 persons. At the same time a 
number of persons from the Federal Custom 
Administration was engaged for coordination of 
the work and in material preparation for deliver-
ing to the Federal Statistical Office. 
From 230 350 processed TIR carnets, 209 303 
of them refer to direct road transit, 19 728 to 
imports and 1 319 to combined transit. At the 
very begining of the action a certain number of 
TIR carnets (mostly in Sezana), showed Yugos-
lavia as the country of loading at the custom post 
on entrance. According to the explanations of 
the authorized custom service, they were the 
TIR carnets concerning goods arriving from 
abroad with one road goods vehicle at the fron-
tier up to the Goods Transport Center in Yu-
goslavia, and trans-shipped to another transport 
vehicle and dispached further abroad. This kind 
of TIR carnets were coded extra in the frame of 
the combined transit and might be easily sepa-
rated. Having in mind that a new TIR carnet has 
been issued in Yugoslavia, the country of loading 
has been considered as unknown. 
The significant problems have appeared in the 
processing of the TIR carnets containing unfilled 
columns of interest for the survey (the copies are 
being enclosed). Such characteristics as well as 
ones not envisaged by the Codex of countries 
(for example Cyprus) were coded as unknown. 
Some problems have appeared in the definition 
of the country of transporter of goods. Namely, 
some transporters, especially ones from Ger-
many Fed. Rep. and Austria, have not been 
noted the country of the transporter at the seal 
place of the owner of vehicle (column 5 in the 
carnet) and it contained the town only. In such 
cases, in which the location of the town of 
transporter could not associate to the pertinent 
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country, the column 3 of the carnet was con-
sulted since it was referring to the firm and to the 
country of the TIR carnet issue. It is the reason 
that in the cases where the country of the TIR 
carnet issue and the country of transporter of 
goods differ, the certain mistakes were possible. 
The data processing has been carried out imme-
diately after the data input from the last material 
of the custom office Bitolj. The processing has 
been finished in August 10, 1988 on the basis of 
the adopted scheme of tabulation. The SAS 
package program has been used in the processing 
enabling the rapid and the effective processing, 
but at the same time with some shortages on fi-
nal tables look. 
There were processed and published 74 very de-
tailed tables according to the scheme adopted for 
tabulation. The scheme for tabulation was 
agreed by the representatives of the EUROS-
TAT and the authorized Yugoslav Offices. 
If required, the Federal Statistical Office will be 
able to perform various additional processings. 
RAILWAY TRANSPORT STATISTICS 
Introduction 
The railway transport statistics is united within 
the Community oí the Yugoslav Railways 
which, for the statistical needs has provided data 
on capacities used, transport work, fuel and 
electrical energy consumption, receipts, foreign 
exchange operations as well as on persons em-
ployed 
The railway transport organizations of associated 
labour, formed in the socialist republics and au-
tonomous provinces, have performed railway 
transport as their main activity. 
Legal basis 
By the Decision of the Assembly of the SFR 
Yugoslavia on the Programme of statistical sur-
veys of interest for the country as a whole, for 
the period from 1986 to 1990, (Official Gazzette 
of the SFRY, No 76/75), the surveys Monthly 
Report on Railway Transport and Annual Report 
on Railway Transport, according to the contents 
and the organization given in this methodology, 
have been performed. 
The Aim and the Subject 
- number and capacities of transport means and 
their exploatation; 
- transport of passengers and goods; 
- passenger and tonne kolometres, performed; 
- transport by kind of goods and types of trans-
port; 
- number of carloads by kind of goods; 
- combined transport at the railway stations at 
sea and river ports; 
- imports and exports of goods by kind of com-
modities and by countries of unloading; 
- transit of goods through the SFRY; 
- transport of containers and other transport ve-
hicles (integral transport); 
- goods transport by containers; 
- traffic of containers by countries; 
- purchase and consumption of fuel and elec-
troenergy; 
- persons employed; 
- receipts and foreign exchange operations. 
Both, the monthly and the annual reports on 
railway transport have provided data on work of 
railway transport orgnaizations performing 
transport of passengers and goods as their main 
activity. The aim of these surveys has been to 
apprise and to analyze the place and the position 
of the railway transport in the complete system 
of transport, as well as to direct the capacities of 
railway transport to the flows of wider social in-
terest. 
These reports have secured data as follows: 
- length of railway lines by the territorial and the 
organizational principle; 
All these data have been used for calculation of 
the global statistical indicators, such as, quantity 
indices on transport services, as well as for eval-
uation of the volume and structure of the trans-
port, performed by the railway transport 
organizations compared with the total transport 
of passengers and goods by all modes of trans-
port. 
Observation Unit 
The observation units in the railway transport 
are the railway transport organizations, classified 
by the Uniform Classification of Economic Ac-
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tivities, as the railway transport activity, the 
subgroup 060101 - Transport of passangers and 
goods, performing their work at the network of 
the Yugoslav railways. The railway transport off 
the network of the Yugoslav railways (industrial 
tracks in mines, in foundries or in large combi-
nâtes) has not been covered, except in the cases 
when performed by the railway transport organ-
izations with their own vehicles. 
Reporting Units 
The reporting units in the railway transport are 
as follows: 
- railway transport organizations (for the repub-
lics and for the autonomous provinces); 
- the Community of the Yugoslav Railways (for 
the republics and for the autonomous provinces 
as well as for the SFRY). 
Data Collecting 
Due to specific organization of the Yugoslav 
railways and the existing of the statistical services 
in the railway transport organizations and in the 
Community of the Yugoslav Railways, data 
supplying has been done in two ways, such as: 
- statistical services of the railway transport or-
ganizations have supplied data to the authorized 
statistical organ of their socialist republic or au-
tonomous province, in the requested term en-
visaged by the Programme of the statistical 
surveys of interest for the country as a whole. 
The data have referred to the territory of the 
pertinent railway transport organization in the 
corresponding republic or autonomous province; 
- statistical service of the Community of the 
Yugoslav Railways has despatched data to the 
Federal Statistical Office in the term envisaged 
by the Programme of the statistical surveys of 
interest for the country as a whole. These data 
are the totals from all railway transport organ-
izations by socialist republics and autonomous 
provinces as well as the total for the SFRY. 
There are the reporting methods used for data 
collection on these surveys. Each of the reporting 
units has to prepare the Report using the ques-
tionnaire SZ/M-11 and SZ/G-11 on the basis of 
documentations and the available records of their 
organization. 
The data sources for such a Report are: 
- bookkeeping and technical documentation; 
- inventory list; 
- travel orders of the user of services; 
- list of goods; 
- other records. 
Definitions of Concepts and 
Characteristics 
Considered as the Goods carried are all the par-
cels containing goods and transported on the 
basis of the Contract on transport. The quantity 
of goods transported has been expressed in the 
gross weight including the wrapping material or 
the equipment (container) itself. 
Railway goods transport has been shown in 
tonnes, in tonne kilometres performed and in the 
number of wagons (wagons containing goods), 
both in national and in international transport. 
Considered as National goods transport the 
transport between railway stations of one or 
more railway transport organizations within the 
territory of the SFRY. 
Considered as International railway goods trans-
port is the transport between a foreign and a 
Yugoslav station of loading/unloading, per-
formed with the Yugoslav railway vehicles on the 
territory of the SFRY (up to the frontier or from 
the frontier station). 
International goods railway transport includes 
exports, imports and transit. 
Exports has referred to the railway transport of 
goods exported from Yugoslavia abroad through 
the land frontier stations. 
Imports has referred to the railway transport of 
goods imported from abroad through the land 
frontier stations. 
Railway goods transport exported or imported 
through the railway stations at sea and river 
ports is considered to be National transport and 
is included in the national goods transport. 
However, data are available on transport of 
goods with the railway transport vehicles, ex-
ported or imported through the railway stations 
at sea and river ports, as well as on actual na-
tional transport itself. 
Transit has referred to the transport of goods of 
foreign origin through the lines of the Yugoslav 
railways destined to the other countries, and has 
been shown as the direct or combined transit. 
Considered as Direct transit is the goods trans-
port through the territory of Yugoslavia, where 
the country of loading and uloading is a foreign 
country. 
Combined transit has referred to the goods ar-
rived from abroad with other transport vehicles 
up to the Goods Transport Center in Yugosla-
via, trans-shipped to the railways and than for-
warded abroad, and vice versa. Having in mind 
the Yugoslav geographic position as transport 
concerns, the mostly appearing forms of com-
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bined transit are such as: sea-railways, road-
railways, sea-railways-river, and vice versa. 
The combined transit such as sea-railways is 
considered the goods in transit which from 
abroad arrived in some of the Yugoslav sea 
ports, and then trans-shipped there on the rail-
ways, and dispached abroad. 
The combined transit such as road-railways has 
reffered to the goods in transit arrived with the 
road transport vehicles from abroad to the 
Goods Transport Center in Yugoslavia, trans-
shipped there on the railways, and despatched 
abroad. 
Considered as combined transit such as sea-rail-
ways-river is goods in transit arrived from abroad 
in some of the Yugoslav sea ports, trans-shipped 
there to the railways, and despatched to some 
other Yugoslav river ports where trans-shipped 
to an inland waterway craft and despatched 
abroad. 
Tonne kilometres have been shown such as: 
Net tonne kilometres performed, for the actual 
distance and Tariff net tonne kilometres, for the 
freight charges distance computation (used for 
the needs of the Community of the Yugoslav 
Railways). 
Gross tonne kilometres are the indicators showing 
the trains exploitation obtained by multiplying 
of the sum of weight of goods and weight of 
waggons with the number of kilometres per-
formed for each departure. 
Goods transport with containers has been shown 
in net weight, i.e. excluding the weight of the 
container itself. However, data on total goods 
transport where the containers were considered 
as the load, have been shown in the gross weight, 
including that of equipment such as containers 
and pallets, as well as their tonne kilometres 
performed, regardless of the fact whether they 
were loaded or empty. 
Railway transport of road vehicles refers to the 
road goods vehicles regardless if they were loaded 
or empty. 
Kind of goods transported in the Yugoslav Rail-
ways statistics was used according to the No-
menclature of 54 kinds of goods. For the needs 
of the Federal Statistical Office, the data have 
been shown according to the Harmonized Goods 
Nomenclature of 27 main groups, which might 
be reconciled with the Domestic Goods No-
menclature of 15 categories as well as with the 
International Goods Nomenclature of 22 cate-
gories. 
GOODS NOMENCLATURE OF THE YUGOSLAV RAILWAYS 
(54 kinds of goods) 
1 Coal, coke 
2 Brown coal, lignit 
3 Crude oil 
4 Petrol, lamp oil, gas oil 
5 Gases 
6 Iron ore, concentrates, scrap iron 
7 Non-ferrous metal ores and other ores 
8 Concentrates of non-ferrous metal ores 
9 Non-metalic minerals, crude, other than 
sand 
10 Iron and steel basic products - iron steel 
11 Iron and steel basic products, other 
12 Non-ferrous metal products 
13 Wood, processed and unprocessed 
14 Firewood, cellulose wood, cork 
15 Cement 
16 Sand, gravel macadame, clay 
17 Brick, tile, lime, concrete, asbestos 
18 Glass, glassware, ceramic products 
19 Fertilizers and raw materials for ferilizers 
20 Cereals 
21 Cereal products 
22 Sugar beet 
23 Fresh fruits 
24 Fresh vegetables 
25 Live animais 
26 Meat and fish 
27 Milk, milk products, eggs 
28 Sugar and sugar products 
29 Beer, wine and other alcoholic baverages 
30 Other foodstuffs, tobacco 
31 Animal fodder 
32 Seeds, oils, fats, not for eating 
33 Raw leather, rubber, waste 
34 Textile, fibres, wool, cotton 
35 Waste paper 
36 Tars, resins, coal and natural gas dérivâtes 
37 Chemicals, others 
38 Acids, liquid gases 
39 Manufactured metal articles 
40 Road vehicles 
41 Rail vehicles 
42 Machines, boilers, apparatuses 
43 Wood manufactures 
44 Paper board 
45 Miscellaneous manufactured articles 
46 Transport carrier's vehicles, empty 
47 Containers, loaded 
48 Containers, empty 
49 Huck-pack transport 
50 Transport by SPT-49 (for the Yugoslav 
railways) free of charge 
51 Transport by SPT-49 (for the Yugoslav 
railways) paid 
52 Various items 
53 Wrapping material, used 
54 Other 
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This Nomenclature is in accordance with the Harmonized Goods Nomenclature applied in the 
Yugoslav statistical system from the year 1987. 
HARMONIZED GOODS NOMENCLATURE OF THE FSO 
1. Coal, coke 
2. Petroleum and petroleum products, gas 
2.1. of which: Crude petroleum 
2.2 Petroleum products and gas 
3. Iron ore, scrap iron 
4. Non-ferrous metal ores and concentrates 
5. Non-metalic minerals, crude, other than 
sand, gravel, macadame 
6. Iron, steel and non-ferrous products (metals) 
7. Wood, processed and unprocessed 
8. Firewood,cellulose wood, cork 
9. Cement 
10. Sand, gravel, macadame 
11. Brick, tile, lime, concrete, asbestos-lime, glass 
11.1. Of which: Lime and manufactured building 
materials 
11.2. Glass, glassware, ceramic products 
12. Fertilizers 
13. Cereals 
14. Cerai products 
15. Sugar beat 
16. Fresh fruits and vegetables 
17. Other food products 














Foodstuffs, animal fodder, tobacco 
Oilseeds, oil-nuts, oils and fats 
Raw leather, rubber, paper pulp, textile fibres, 
waste 
Of which: Textiles,textile articles,man-made 
fibres and other animal and vegetable 
materials 
Paper pulp and waste paper 
Tars and crude chemicals from coal and 
natural gas 
Chemicals 
Manufactured metal articles 
Machinery, transport equipment 
Miscellaneous manufactured articles 
Special transactions 
Registered parcels 
Less-than carload lots, parcels 
The above Harmonized Goods Nomenclature has been used in transport statistics since 1st January 
of 1987. Since data in this publication refer to the year of 1986., the Goods Nomenclature used in 












Fresh fruits and vegetables 
Other food products,beveräges 




Crude minerals other than ore 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores 














Petroleum and petroleum products, gas 
Tars and crude chemicals from coal and 
natural gas 
Chemicals 
Lime, cement, other mineral articles 
Metals 
Manufactured metal articles 
Machinery, transport equipment 
Miscellaneous manufactured articles 
Other 
INLAND WATERWAY TRANSPORT STATISTICS 
Introduction 
Yugoslavia has a very convenient natural and 
geographycal resources for development of in-
land waterway transport. Besides the Danube, a 
main international navigable river, there is ap-
prox. 1872 km öf other navigable rivers and 3 
canals in northern part of Yugoslavia. In ac-
cordance with these natural resources a great 
many river ports have been developed through 
which an national or international transport of 
goods is performed. Some of them, by its geo-
graphycal position, with joining of Danube wat-
ercourse with the Rhyne-Meina system, are 
important for the development of transit trans-
port with trans-shipment through Yugoslavia's 
sea-ports. 
Legal basis 
The survey Monthly report on goods transport 
in river ports, by its content and organization 
given in this methodology, has been performed 
by the Decision of the SFR Yugoslavia's As-
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sembly on the Programme of statistical surveys 
of interest for the country as a whole for the pe­
riod from 1986. to 1990. (Official Gazzette of 
the SFRY, no. 76/85). 
The Aim and the Subject 
The aim of this survey is to collect, process and 
publish data on goods transport performed on 
the navigable rivers and canals in Yugoslavia, 
and on the international river Danube. By this 
report data are compiled on economic, technical 
and geographycal characteristics of goods trans­
port, expressed as indicators on type and carrying 
capacity of craft, flag of craft, river port of load­
ing and unloading, country of loading and un­
loading, type of transport, commodity groups 
and quantities. Also, this survey provides data 
on national and international flow of goods by 
river ports, by countries of loading and unload­
ing and by craft of Yugoslavia and other coun­
tries. 
Observation Unit 
The observation unit in the Monthly report on 
goods transport in river ports is each particular 
freight of goods carried by the craft of domestic 
organizations of associated labour, which are 
classified under inland waterway transport activ­
ity according to the Uniform Classification of 
Economic Activities. 
Also, the observation unit is each freight of 
goods carried on Yugoslavia's navigable rivers 
and canals by foreign craft. 
Freigt of goods in this report considers each 
quantity of particular freight which has been 
loaded on an IWT craft, carried by inland wa­
terways and unloaded at the place of destina­
tion­unloading. 
Reporting Units 
All shipping organizations of associated labour 
which are classified under inland waterway 
transport activity according to the Uniform 
Classification of Economic Activities are obliged 
to complete and report the Monthly report on 
goods transport in river ports. 
Also, river port captaincies must report: port 
captaincy Bczdan for all freight of goods carried 
by foreign craft in upstream transit through Yu­
goslavia; port captaincy Velikö Gradiste for all 
freight of goods carried by foreign craft in 
downstream transit through Yugoslavia; port 
captaincies Bezdan, Veliko Gradiste, Kladovo 
and Senta for all freight of goods carried by for­
eign craft in imports and exports of Yugoslavia. 
Time period 
Survey has been carried out by successive filling 
in the Monthly report on goods transport in river 
ports by the serial numbers of realized transport 
of each separate freight of goods. Monthly report 
is filled in by the shipping organizations of asso­
ciated labour and river port captaincies and de­
livered to authorized statistical office in the term 
determined by the Programme of statistical sur­
veys of interest for the country as a whole. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING IN 
THE REPOR Τ FORM 
The report form has been completed after the 
transport has been performed, i.e. after the un­
loading of goods, and data are given for each se­
parate freight of goods. 
The encoding of alphabet characteristics is done 
according to the Codex of codes for this survey. 
Shipping organization of associated labour-river 
port captaincy- is written the title of domestic 
shipping organization performing transport of 
goods in inland waterway transport, or river port 
captaincy recording goods transport by foreign 
craft. 
Serial number- the successive serial numbers of 
realized transport of each separate freight of 
goods are written by the increasing order. It me­
ans that in one month period only one number 
for one separate freight of goods may appear. 
Type of craft- is written the type of IWT craft 
used for the transport of a separate freight of 
goods. IWT craft by the type of mechanical 
propulsion and use may be:self­properied barge, 
self­propelled tanker, dumb barge, dumb tanker, 
pushed barge, pushed tanker, combined dumb 
barge­tanker, wooden barges. 
Self­propelled barge is an IWT craft having its 
own means of mechanical propulsion and a mi­
nimum carrying capacity of 50 tonnes. 
Self­propelled tanker is an IWT craft having its 
own means of mechanical propulsion and a mi­
nimum carrying capacity of 50 tonnes, intended 
for the bulk transport of liquids or gases. 
Dumb barge is an IWT craft not having its own 
means of mechanical propulsion, having a mini­
mum carrying capacity of 50 tonnes, of a closed 
or open construction and specialy designed for 
being towed. 
Dumb tanker is an IWT craft not having its own 
means of mechanical propulsion, having a mini­
mum carrying capacity of 50 tonnes, specialy 
designed for being towed, intended for the bulk 
transport of liquids or gases. 
Pushed barge is an IWT craft designed for being 
pushed, not having its own means of mechanical 
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propulsion, having a minimum carrying capacity 
of 50 tonnes. 
Pushed tanker is an IWT craft designed for being 
pushed, not having its own means of mechanical 
propulsion, having a minimum carrying capacity 
of 50 tonnes, intended for the bulk transport of 
liquids or gases. 
Combined dumb barge-tanker is an IWT craft 
not having its own means of mechanical pro-
pulsion, having a rninirnum carrying capacity of 
50 tonnes, intended partly for the transport of 
loads and partly for the bulk transport of liquids 
or gases. 
Wooden barge is a wooden IWT craft having a 
rninirnum carrying capacity of 20 tonnes. 
Flag of craft- is written a country under which 
flag the IWT craft is sailing. 
This characteristic is important for showing a 
participation of foreign fleet in the goods trans-
port on Yugoslavia's navigable waterways. 
Carrying capacity in tonnes- is written a carrying 
capacity of IWT craft. 
The figure on carrying capacity is constant, 
stated in a gauge document and may be changed 
only by a repeated gauge,i.e. after a recon-
struction of IWT craft is performed, in order to 
increase or decrease a load space. 
Each river port of loading is defined with three 
main characteristics, i.e. river-canal, bank and 
kilometer of loading. 
Port of loading- river-canal is written the title of 
the river-canal at which the port of loading has 
been placed. 
Port of loading- bank- is written the bank at 
which the loading of goods has been 
performed(left or right). 
Kilometer of loading- is written the exact kilo-
meter at which the loading of goods has been 
performed. This is taken from the Distance fin-
der and shows the distance from the mouth of 
the river to the loading place. 
Each river port of unloading is defined with three 
main characteristics, i.e. river-canal, bank and 
kilometer of unloading. 
Port of unloading- river-canal is written the title 
of the river-canal at which the port of unloading 
has been placed. 
Port of unloading- bank-
which the unloading 
performed(left or right). 
is written the bank at 
of goods has been 
der and shows the distance from the mouth of 
the river to the unloading place. 
Goods transported in tonnes- is written a gross 
weight in tonnes of goods transported. If there 
is a several kinds of goods loaded on an IWT 
craft, for each of those should be filled in a sep-
arate line in the report form, although the other 
characteristics in the report were identical. Also, 
if there is one kind of goods loaded on an IWT 
craft but is directed to a different ports of un-
loading, for each port of unloading and each 
quantity of goods should be filled in a separate 
line in the report. 
Kind of goods- commodity classification in in-
land waterway transport statistics is used ac-
cording to the Harmonized Goods 
Nomenclature of 27 commodity groups(with 4 
of them having each 2 subgroups), which enables 
reduction to Domestic Goods Nomenclature of 
15 commodity groups and International Goods 
Nomenclature of 22 commodity groups, with 4 
of them having each 2 subgroups. 
Kilometer of unloading- is written the exact kilo-
meter at which the unloading of goods has been 



































Petroleum and petroleum products, gas 
of which: Crude petroleum 
Petroleum products and gas 
Iron ore, scrap iron 
Non-ferrous metal ores and concentrates 
Non-metalic minerals, crude, other than 
sand, gravel, macadame 
Iron, steel and non-ferrous products (metals) 
Wood, processed and unprocessed 
Firewood.cellulose wood, cork 
Cement 
Sand, gravel, macadame 
Brick, tile, lime, concrete, asbestos-lime, glass 
Of which: Lime and manufactured building 
materials 





Fresh fruits and vegetables 
Other food products 
Of which: Live animals 
Foodstuffs, animal fodder, tobacco 
Oilseeds, oil-nuts, oils and fats 
Raw leather, rubber, paper pulp, textile fibres, 
waste 
Of which: Textiles,textile articles,man-made 
fibres and other animal and 
vegetable materials 
Paper pulp and waste paper 
Tars and crude chemicals from coal and 
natural gas 
Chemicals 
Manufactured metal articles 
Machinery, transport equipment 
Miscellaneous manufactured articles 
Special transactions 
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26. Registered parcels 
27. Less-than carload lots, parcels 
The above Harmonized Goods Nomenclature has been used in transport statistics since 1st January 
of 1987. Since data in this publication refer to the year of 1986., the Goods Nomenclature used in 
the tables is as follows: 
1. Cereals 
2. Fresh fruits and vegetables 
3. Other food products,beverages and tobacco 
4. Oilseeds,oil-nuts,animal and vegetable oils and 
fats 
5. Wood, cork 
6. Fertilizers 
7. Crude minerals other than ore 
8. Iron ore, scrap iron 
9. Non-ferrous metal ores 
10. Other crude materials 
11. Solid fuels 
12. Petroleum and petroleum products, gas 
13. Tars and crude chemicals from coal and 
natural gas 
14. Chemicals 
15. Lime, cement, other mineral articles 
16. Metals 
17. Manufactured metal articles 
18. Machinery, transport equipment 
19. Miscellaneous manufactured articles 
20. Special transactions 
21. Registered parcels 
22. Less-than carload lots, parcels 
Type of transport- means that transport on the 
navigable waterways may be national or inter-
national. 
National transport considers such transport 
which is performed between the ports inside the 
boundaries of Yugoslavia. 
International transport, in dependance where the 
loading or unloading of goods is performed be-
tween two countries, may be: 
Export- goods which having been loaded on an 
IWT craft in the country, left the country by in-
land waterway. 
Import- goods which having been loaded on an 
IWT craft in another country, entered the coun-
try by inland waterway and were unloaded there. 
Transit (downstream or upstream)- goods which 
entered the country on an IWT craft and also left 
it on an IWT craft, at a point different from the 
point of entry, after being carried across the 
country solely by inland waterway. Transit 
downstream means transport of goods loaded in 
Germany FR, Austria, Czechoslovakia or Hun-
gary for unloading in Bulgaria, Romania or 
USSR. Transit upstream means transport of 
goods loaded in USSR, Romania or Bulgaria for 
unloading in Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Austria 
or Germany FR. 
Transport between foreign river ports (exterior-
goods transport performed between the foreign 
ports by Yugoslav craft, without crossing 
through the Yugoslav territory. 
Transit with trans-shipment- goods transported 
from abroad by inland waterways, unloaded in 
Yugoslav' ports and after having been trans-
shipped left the country by different mode of 
transport, by land or sea; also, goods transported 
from abroad by land or sea, to the Yugoslav' 
ports and after having been trans-shipped left 
the country by inland waterways. 
Transit with trans-shipment in inland waterway 
transport of Yugoslavia, is used for iron ore 
transported by ship from Brasil, to the Yugoslav' 
sea-port Bakar, forwarded by railway to the river 
ports Osijek, Vukovar or Sisak, loaded there and 
carried by an IWT craft to the Austria's river 
port Linz. 
Number of tours- when during the reporting pe-
riod transport is performed always by the same 
IWT craft, on the same relation, same kind and 
quantity of goods, only one line in the report 
form can be filled in, in such way that number 
of tours is written collectivelly for all transports 
performed, while the quantity in tonnes and 
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12. Nombre et nature des colis ou objete ; désignation des marchandises 
Î W s a u B x H t 
13. Poids brut 
en Kg 
14. Total des colis figurant 
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Destination : 
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2. Bureau de douane 
3. Bureau de douane 
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»idus et complètes 
16. Lieu et date 
17. Signature d 
' ou de son r 
'liTUal 
fprôi>çt iW 




— - caiion) 
19. Bureau d · douane d« départ 
Signature de l'agent et timbre a date 
du bureau do douane 
20. Cartine«! de pri t« en charge (bureau de douane de départ 
ou de passage d'entrée) 
□ 21. Scellements ou marques 
d'Identification reconnus Intacts 
22. Délai du transit 
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24. Divers [itinéraire fixe, bureau où le transport doit être présenté, etc.) 
25. Signature de l'agent 
et timbre à date du bureau de douane 
26. Certificat de décharge (bureau de douane de passage de sortie 
ou de destination) 
Q 27. Scellements ou marques d'identllicotlon reconnus Intacts 
28. Nombre de colis déchargés 
29. Réserves 
30. Signature de l'agent 
et timbre a date du bureau de douane 
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JUGOSLOVENSKO RECIÑO BRODARSTVO BEOGRAD (JRB) 
lOroC.IABCKOE ΡΕΊΙΙΟΕ ΠΛΡΟΧΟ-ICTDO ΒΕνΙΓΡΑϋ. (ΙΟΡΒ) 
JUGOSLAWISCHE FI.USSCIIIFFAIIRT BEOGRAD (JRB) 
T 0 V Â R N I L I S T 5. KOPUA 
HaKJiajiHaa 5. ΚΟΠΠΑ 
Jako uokvirenl deo Ispunjava posiljalac. 
>KnpHO ypaM.ieHj.yio lacrb 3ano.iHS.er rpy3ooTnpaBHTe^b. 
Der sinrk iirnrHir'pfr Teil wlrH vnm AhsenHer aus^rfílllt. 
PRlbPELO ZELtZNiCOM IZ: 
npHÓbi.io no ¡Kei. αορ. na: 
VIU Bahn angekommen von: 
AVISO 







DA SE OTPREMI 2ELEZNICOM ZA: 
OinpaeitTb no we.!, aop. a: 
MM Bahn ¿u befördern nach: 
PRETOVARENO U PLOV.LO: 
rieperpy3Ka aa cyjiHo: 
Umgeladen loa Fahrzeug: 
Λ I. I. f i n U.Hi Jg-lllipiip tBtam 
BRODSKA OTPRE.UNA STANICA: 
Πορτ OTiipaB.ieiiHH: 
Schiffsversadstation: , 
BRODSKA UPUTNA STANICA: 
Πορτ ítaaHa'.eH.isi: 
Schiffsbestimmungsstation: 
PRIAIALAC 1 NJEGOVA ADRESA: 
no.iyiaTc.ib 11 ero a.ipec: 
Emplanger und seine Adresse: 
POSEBNE PR.MEDBE POSlUAOCA NEOBAVEZNE ZA 
VOZARA: 
Ocoubie OTMCTHH ornpaaBTe^ji aeoÕ33are­ibHbie AJIJI 
oepOB03SJiKa: 
Besondere Eintragungen des Absenders, för den Frachtführer 
unverbindlich: 
ZNAK 1 BROJ: 
Mapita 11 Mo. 




NAClN P A K O V A N J A 




"Bezeihnung des Gutes 
Τ EZINA U KG 
Bec β ΚΓ. 
Gewicht in kg 
Ako övaj prostor nije Jovoljan, upotrebitl poJedlnu­ Ec.m ajeet HeaocraToi 
Reicht dieser Raum nicht aus, bitte Rückseite verwenden. 
iHTe Ha o6opoTHofl CTopoae. 
POSILJALAC I NJEGOVA ADRESA 
OTUpaΒrtre.1 b a ero aãpec 
Absender und seine Adresse: 
PROPIS 0 FRANKIRANJU 
n^aTewiHbie npejinHcaiiiiff: 
Frankatur Vorschrift. 
PECAT 1 POTPIS OTPREMNE AGENCtJE 
ricM;iTi. a no.'tniicb areiirypw oTïipaB.ieiiiiji 
Stempel und Unterschrift der Versandagentle 
GAZ PLOVILA: 
Ocaa.ta cy_nia 
Tiefgang des Schiffes: 
TEZINA PO GAZU 
ßec no oeaatte: 




PECAT I POTPIS PRUEMNE AGENCUE: 
Mctarb B noariHcb areiiTypbi noayieiiHji: 
Stempel und Unterschrift der Erap/angsagertüe.· 
Za ugovor o prevozu vaze larifske 1 reglementerne odredbe. iLiji φρβχτοΒΟΓΟ aoroBOpa aeAcTByioT TapHtpHwe per.iaMCHTapiibie nocraHOB.ieHHjü. 
Für den Frachtvertrag gelten die tarifarischen und die reglementarischen Bestimmungen. 

ZNΑΚ I BROJ 
MapKît H .Va 









Bezeichnung des Gu!"es 
TEZINA U KG. 
Bec Β ftr. 
Gewich t in kg. 

Printed by 
Federal Statistical Office, 
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